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SILKWORM REARING TECHNOLOGY
Paper - II (English & Telugu Versions)

MODEL QUESTION PAPER
(For the Academic Year 2021-22 only)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 50

SECTION - A 10×2=20

Note: (i) Answer ANY TEN the questions. (ii) Each question carries TWO marks.

 (i) (ii) 
1. Which is the best orientation for rearing house?


2. What is the importance of ant well ?


3. Write the use of foam rubber strip in chawki rearing.


4. Mention any four mountages used in rearing.


5. Define disinfection.


6. Define fumigation.


7. What is the ideal temperature for silkworm rearing ?


8. Define ‘kego’ or ‘ant’.


9. Define Brushing.


10. Define chawki rearing.


11. Define moulting.
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12. Define late age rearing.


13. Name the gases injurious to silk worms.


14. Define mounting.


15. Define C R C.

C.R.C 
SECTION - B 5 × 6 = 30

Note: (i) Answer ANY FIVE questions. (ii) Each question carries SIX marks.

 (i) (ii) 
16. Describe and draw ground plan of the C.S.B model rearing house.

C.S.B 
17. Describe few rearing equipments with neat sketches.


18. What is disinfection and detail the process of disinfection ?


19. Discuss in detail about the influence of temperature and humidity

on silkworm growth.


20. Write about black boxing of silkworm eggs.


21. Describe methods of brushing from egg card.


22. Describe methods of chawki rearing.


23. Describe the methods of late age rearing.


24. Detail about types of mountages.


25. Draw neat diagrams of the following equipment and mention their uses.

(a) Antwel (b) Chop stics (c) Leaf chamber
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